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The Value of Sustainable Development
As a renowned brand in China, Beijing Tong Ren Tang (“Tong Ren Tang”) always adheres to the philosophy of 
“Innovating from the succession and developing from the innovation” and the ways of operation of “making profits 
by performing good deeds with honesty and trustworthiness” to realize our mission of “Healthy life, Global choice”. 
Since its inception, Tong Ren Tang has upheld the corporate value of “integrity, quality, innovation and care”, and 
fulfilled the mission of “Whereever there is a health need, Tong Ren Tang is there”. Following the Tong Ren Tang 
management principle of “Four Well-Treat” — well treat the society, staff, business partners and investors and 
combining the history of centuries and cultural heritage with diligent and work ethic, we insist to provide the 
consumers with the best-in-class products and services. We operate with scientific methods and actively explore 
overseas markets. We are committed to building an international corporation which combines tradition with 
modern technology as a whole industry chain integrating procurement, research and development, production, 
sales as well as culture dissemination, so as to create long-term sustainable value.

The Reporting Standard and Scope
This environmental, social and governance report (“ESG Report”) is prepared on the basis of the Environmental, 
Social and Governance Reporting Guide under the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange. 
Hong Kong is the principal place of business of the Group (referred to as Beijing Tong Ren Tang Chinese Medicine 
Company Limited (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries) and is also the place where the headquarter of the Group is 
located, this ESG Report mainly describes the performance and measures in respect of sustainable development in 
Hong Kong, including the headquarter, our production base located at Tai Po (“Tai Po Production Base”) and the 
retail outlets for the year ended 31 December 2016 (the “Year”).

The Stakeholders Engagement
The Group always emphasizes the engagement of stakeholders, which is considered as one of the important ways 
in enhancing results and business operation. We have been committed to maintaining close relationship with 
stakeholders for sustainable development. In order to better understand their priority, expectation and perception 
in sustainable development, the Group invited various stakeholders, including staff, clients, business partners, 
suppliers and shareholders, to participate in an online survey to provide their valuable opinions on aspects of 
environment, staff, communities, supply chains and product responsibilities. The survey results reflected that the 
top concern of the stakeholders about Tong Ren Tang, as the Chinese medicine leader in the industry, is the product 
quality and safety, followed by our staff development and care, social contribution, and environmental protection. 
Such opinions helped us to improve the effectiveness of management and disclosure of important issues associated 
with stakeholders.

可持續發展價

 — 

報告標準與範圍

2016 12 31

持份者參與

Our Sustainability Values
我們的可持續發展價値
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We adopted stringent material and product procurement and inspection procedures. Suppliers are required to 
submit qualified quality test report for each purchase and our experienced staff examine the quality to ensure the 
quality of the products is up to standard. For suppliers of raw materials, we will conduct a supplier quality audit every 
two years to strictly assess their qualification, including the availability of statutory proofs, their supply capacity, 
warehouse condition, quality control, production environment, production technology,  production scale and etc., so as 
to ensure the compliance with the requirements of relevant regulations and high quality standards.

In the Year, the Group procured raw materials and commodities from 236 suppliers (2015: 223 suppliers) located in 
Hong Kong, Mainland China, other Asian countries and regions, Oceania, Europe and America. Details are below:

236 2015 223

Hong Kong 

Macao and other Asian countries and regions

Mainland China 

Oceania 

Europe 

America 

From its foundation, Tong Ren Tang has placed great emphasis on the quality of products and assurance on the stringent 
standard. Yue Fengming, the son of Tong Ren Tang’s founder, Yue Xianyang, proposed that “Complexity and quality are 
not to be forfeited by cost”, which has established a stringent selection, medication, proportion and process standard for 
Tong Ren Tang’s production of medicines from generation to generation, and built up Tong Ren Tang quality framework 
with premium standard. Nowadays, we unhold our “self-discipline” and “two must-do“ mottos. In meeting Hong 
Kong’s GMP certification and requirements under other relevant laws and regulations, we exercise stringent 
controls in every aspect from the procurement, production to warehousing to provide assurance on the quality of 
our medicines to the consumers.

The Group is aware of the building of solid partnership with suppliers to ensure products’ quality and traceability. 
The highly experienced inhouse team of the Group performs comprehensive screening and examining of the supply 
chain so as to select suppliers of upmost excellence. We strictly enforce the principle of “purchase on demand, 
select the best quality” in the purchase of products. We carefully review the relevant qualifications of suppliers to 
ensure that the products are purchased from legitimate business with up-to standard quality.

GMP

29

65

35

56

29

22

31

57

31

70

19

15

2015 2016

配方獨特，選料上乘 
工藝精湛，療效顯著

Our products are hereditary with its unique formulas, 

superior raw materials, superb technical skills 

and distinguished efficacy

Selection of Excellent Suppliers
嚴選優秀供應商
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We are highly committed to providing high quality and safe products to customers. Tai Po Production Base has 
obtained the certifications from the highest international food safety standard ISO22000:2005 and HACCP. The 
production is under the guidance of GMP proprietary Chinese medicines quality control system, and the products 
meet the Chinese Pharmacopoeia Standards and related food safety standards.

To ensure the safety of the products, each batch of Chinese medicines and health care products we manufacture 
are sent to government recognised third-party laboratories for testing whether the heavy metal residues and 
pesticide residues in our products are in compliance with the Chinese medicine registration regulations, the 
requirements under the Food Adulteration (Metallic Contamination) Regulations and the Pesticide Residues in Food 
Regulation of Hong Kong Government’s Centre for Food Safety, and the standards of Hong Kong’s Food Safety 
Ordinance.

We attach great importance to pollution prevention during the course of production. Our Tai Po Production Base has 
achieved Class D cleanliness production standard. We take effective measures to prevent cross-contamination and 
microbial contamination in the production process. The operators are required to keep their uniforms clean and tidy 
and good personal hygiene. The temperature, humidity and pressure at the production site meet production 
requirements and equipment and measuring instrument is cleaned. Materials and semi-finished products are all 
labelled and stored tidily by category according to requirements.

Warehouse for storage of our products must be clean and orderly with no pollutants and pollution source. We 
arrange our products on a “first in first out” basis and a “soon-to-expire” basis. Shelves are set up to facilitate 
storage and management. Errors are minimized by using computerised management system for storage 
management and using a computer-controlled manipulator to access goods in our Tai Po Production Base. The 
existing warehouses consist of normal temperature storage, cool storage and cold storage, which meet the needs 
of different material storage requirements.

We implemented a management system in handling products soon-to-expire by examining the expiry date before 
storage and setting expiry alarm period. We exercise sales control over soon-to-expire products, and strictly prohibit 
the sale of expired products. During the Year, the Company did not sell any expired or substandard products to 
consumers.

ISO22000 2005 HACCP GMP

D

Production Standards
生產標準

Product Standards
產品標準

Production Environment
生產環境

 GMP certification for proprietary  
Chinese medicines

 GMP
 ISO22000 certification for quality  

management system
 ISO22000

 Chinese Pharmacopoeia Standards
 
 Hong Kong Registration of  

Proprietary Chinese Medicines
 
 Hong Kong’s food safety standards
 

 General production standard
 
 Class D cleanliness production standard
 D

Production of Excellent Products
嚴製優質產品
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人才資本
2016 12 31

705 2015 657 7%

Tong Ren Tang is pursuing the culture of “talent-oriented with a prosperity on both people and the business”. From 
the past to nowadays, Tong Ren Tang has been attached to create a harmonious atmosphere and equal working 
environment for the staff and provide staff with good conditions to fulfil their needs, thereby helps our business 
development.

The Group believes that talented staff are an important asset of an enterprise and an important factor for the 
Company to move towards a success. To attract and retain talented staff, the Group aims to be an excellent 
employer and create a healthy, comfortable and equal working environment for its employees and make sure that 
their rights are protected.

Human Capital
As at 31 December 2016, the employees of the Group are distributed in Hong Kong, Mainland China, other Asian 
countries and regions, Oceania, America and Europe, with 705 employees (2015: 657 employees) in total, an 
increase of 7% over the previous year.

The Group operates in many countries. However, labour laws, employment practice codes and cultures differ widely 
from country to country. We have strictly complied with all applicable labour standards and employment laws and 
regulations in each of our business locations, and remain sensitive to the cultures and businesses of the countries 
in which we operate.

During an open recruitment process, the Group strictly complies with the local relevant regulations. We believe that 
every individual should be treated equally and make sure that employees at work or applicants during recruitment 
will not be discriminated against in any way. Depending on job requirements, we recruit people through a variety 
of recruitment channels, including internal referral, internal promotion, job transfer or open recruitment. In 
addition, to make sure that no child labourers are hired, applicants are required to present their Identity Cards for 
verification. During the Year, the Group’s employees all met the minimum age requirement for employment under 
local legislation. No child labourers or forced labourers were employed.

The salaries and the year-end bonus of the employees are reviewed annually based on individual performance, the 
prevailing salary level in the market and the performance of the Company and etc. In addition to the basic 
remuneration, the Group also provides other benefits, including medical insurance, free Chinese medical 
consultation, paid leave longer than statutory leave and shopping concessions at the Group’s stores and etc.. As to 
the assessment of employees, we respect employees’ diverse backgrounds and abilities, regardless of their age, 
gender, marital status, race, nationality or religion, and all employees are assessed on their merits, qualifications 
and performance. We offer promotion and personal development opportunities to align with the ever-changing 
business needs of the Group. Also, the employment contract has stipulated the terms of termination of 
employment in the contract. It clearly states that if an employee intentionally violates local laws and company 
rules, the Group has the right to terminate the contract with the employee.

Hong Kong 

Other Asian countries
and regions

Europe 

Oceania 

Mainland China 

America 

42%

3%23%

15%

6%

11%

Global Distribution of Staff 
of the Group
本 集 團 全 球 員 工 分

Well Treat our Staff
善待員工
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19%

23%

26%

32%

Secondary technical  
school and below 

Postgraduate and above 

Undergraduate 

6%

63%

31%

Below 30 30

30-39 30–39

40-49 40–49

50 and above 50

Male 

Female 

30%

70%

Distribution of Academic  
Background of Management and  
Administrative Staff of the Company
本 公 司 管 理 及 行
政 人 員 學 歷 分

Age Distribution of  
Staff Worldwide

年 齡 分
全 球 員 工

Gender Distribution  
of Staff Worldwide

性 別 分
全 球 員 工

Expatriates 

Local staff 

10%

90%

Proportion of  
Expatriates
外 派 人 員
所 佔 比 例

13%

30%

13%

44%

Postgraduate and above 

Undergraduate 

College 

Secondary technical  
school and below 

Distribution of  
Academic Background  
of Staff Worldwide

學 歷 分
全 球 員 工

70%

50%

As the overseas development platform for Tong Ren Tang, our staff are from diversified fields in terms of age, 
gender, academic qualifications and skills. With regard to gender, we respect gender equality with approximately 
70% of our staff worldwide is female, while proportion of female of the Board and senior management accounts 
for 50%.

Talent is the most valuable resources of a company, and is also the main force driving business development. We 
attach great importance to the human capital management and thus attract, foster and retain staff. The low staff 
turnover rate of the Group is helpful to a steady development of our business.

Male 

Female 

Below 30 30

30-39 30–39

40-49 40–49

50 and above 50

Hong Kong 

Other Asian countries
and regions

Europe 

America 

Oceania 

7%

13%

3%

6%

5%

6% 5%

6%3%

2%

4%

年 內 按 年 齡 組 別 劃

Employee turnover rate  
by age group during the Year

分 的 員 流 失 比 率

Employee turnover rate  
by gender during the Year
年 內 按 性 別 劃 分
的 員 流 失 比 率

Employee turnover rate  
by region during the Year
年 內 按 地 區 劃 分
的 員 流 失 比 率

Well Treat our Staff
善待員工
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保障安全與健康Safety and Health Protection
Health and safety of all employee is highly important. The Group aims to create a safe working environment for our 
employees and undertakes to strictly comply with the occupational health and safety regulations.

To avoid occupational accidents and to enable all employees to work in a safe manner, we conduct occupational 
health and safety seminars on an irregular basis to enhance employees’ awareness of occupational health and 
safety, in line with different working conditions and various business needs, thereby making it more effective in 
ensuring employee safety. The Group provides medical and accident insurance to eligible employees and is also 
concerned about the health of employees by encouraging them to strike a work-life balance in order to maintain 
good health.

During the Year, the Group maintained a good and safe working environment, and there were no any cases of 
accidental staff casualty or injury.

Occupational Health Seminar Work Stress Seminar Seminar on Fire-control Stroke Prevention Campaign

建立團隊精神Building Team Spirit
We believe that our staff are able to deliver efficient and good work performance with good physical and mental 
health as well as a work-life balance. The Group has been committed to organizing creative, diversified activities 
on a continuous basis, hoping to boost staff morale and improve work quality.

During the Year, we organized and carried out a variety of cultural and sports activities that featured the theme 
“Live healthily; work happily”, which diversified our employees’ amateur cultural life, promoted their relationships 
and strengthened team cohesion.

Tong Ren Tang Cultural Manual Contest Visit to the Huangpu Military Academy Hiking Picnic

Well Treat our Staff
善待員工
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培育人才Nurturing the Talent
The Group always places emphasis on enhancing the knowledge and skills of employees at work and provides 
employees with good career development prospects and opportunities. This is also an essential element in building 
a strong team. During the Year, the Group has provided training courses in response to the different work areas of 
employees to ensure ongoing improvement in career and personal skills of the employees while enhance the 
accountability and sense of belonging of the employees towards the Group to establish a sound and harmonious 
working environment.

Training in New Products Training in Chinese Medicine Products

Training in Business EtiquetteTraining for Directors and Senior Management Training for Salesman of Retail Outlet

Training Hours

14

14

34

25

Occupational safety and health

Production and quality

Product and sales

Others

The training hours in  
Hong Kong during the Year 
本 年 於 香 港 的 培 訓 時 數

Fair Working Environment
To maintain a fair and efficient business and working environment, we formulated a range of policies and operation 
manuals, including:

Employee manual Elaborate the policies on staff’s remuneration package, benefits, holidays and 
leaves, duties, working hours, rest hours, promotion and dismissal.

Internal control manual Elaborate the policies and procedures in operation and administration.

Reporting policy Provide channels for staff to report misconduct within the company.

In the Year, we invited a community relations officer from Hong Kong Independent Commission Against Corruption 
to provide anti-corruption education and training for our management and staff, and present a talk on the legal 
knowledge of Hong Kong’s Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, common corruption loopholes, risk management, 
integrity corporate governance and handling of bribery cases for strengthening staff’s sense of responsibility and 
overall situation to cope with commercial bribery.

The Group and the employees have strictly complied with the relevant legal regulations and ethnic codes. During 
the Year, no legal cases against the Group or our employees concerning corruption, bribery, fraud or money 
laundering were filed.

公平的工作環境

 

 

 

Well Treat our Staff
善待員工
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347

10 29

347 years ago, Tong Ren Tang’s founder assigned a mission of “preserving tranquility and wellness” to the 
Company. In the expansion of business, the Company also launched various charity projects as contributions to the 
society, which enabled the Tong Ren Tang brand to root in a long history over three centuries. Time-honoured 
brands form a part of the society, while the society serves as the foundation for these brands to build up and grow. 
This has to serve and to contribute to the society. Tong Ren Tang’s efforts to deliver high-quality products to the 
society and to bear social responsibility have won recognition from the society and enhanced brand influence.

We participated in the “Hong Kong and Kowloon Walk” and “Christmas Greetings for the Chest” organized by the 
Community Chest of Hong Kong in the Year. Proceeds from the former event were used to finance needy families 
while those from the latter went to social welfare organizations which provide “services for mentally-ill and 
ex-mentally ill people” to help them build self-confidence, overcome psychological barriers and re-integrate into 
the society. Contributions were also made to the Hong Kong Federation of Women for their fight to protect 
women’s legal status. Moreover, we also sent volunteers to participate in the “flag day” event organized by the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, with an aim to publicize animal welfare among the general public 
in a relaxing, interesting and educational way, and to raise funds for the Society’s work on the protection of animal 
welfare.

In order to raise the awareness of stroke prevention and treatment, 29 October of each year was designated by 
World Stroke Organization as the World Stroke Day. We initiated the first ever large-scale stroke awareness event 
in Hong Kong in the Year for the publicity of stroke prevention with the launch of a promotion van, which provided 
people with common knowledge about stroke, as well as free consultation services. We also organized a free 
education seminar on the prevention and treatment of strokes with the Hong Kong Brain Foundation, at which 
professors from School of Chinese Medicine of the University of Hong Kong and specialists in neurosurgery, gave 
talks on practical information on the prevention and treatment of strokes from the perspectives of Chinese and 
Western medicine respectively.

We also received the “Caring Company” award by the Hong Kong Council of Social Service in recognition of our 
positive commitment to corporate social responsibility in Hong Kong and our outstanding contributions to the care 
for community, staff, the environment and Hong Kong’s sustainable development.

Well Treat our Society
善待社會
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Environment is an important factor and a basic prerequisite for human survival and development. The environment 
and human life are closely related, inseparable as a whole. Environmental pollution will have a great impact on 
human health and life. Therefore, the prevention and control of environmental pollution is an arduous and urgent 
task. The most significant impact of our business on the environment is the emission of greenhouse gas generated 
by the energy use of our manufacturing factories and office premises, water use and waste disposal. To promote 
the concept of green production, we operate the plant from the three aspects of energy-saving, consumption-
reduction and pollution minimization. Tai Po Production Base has formulated and implemented environmental 
protection policies and measures accordingly pursuant to the requirements of corporate management and relevant 
environmental legislation in Hong Kong. By improving facilities and encouraging staff to change their behavior and 
habit, we continued to enhance the effectiveness of environmental protection in our business operation.

Conservation of Power Resources

(1) Air-conditioning 
system

Air-conditioning system within the plant is
to the daytime and night mode.

(1) 25.5

(2) Lighting system  
at the plant

Energy-saving lamps which can meet the lighting requirements are selected 
for the interior sections of the plant; timers are set up in the corridors, the 
surrounding areas and the lobby of the plant; and daytime and night modes 
are used.

(2) 

(3) Lighting system  
at office

Just switch on some of the fluorescent tubes to make sure there is sufficient 
lighting; only switch on the fluorescent tubes in other functional rooms or 
production areas when necessary.

(3) 

(4) Light signboards Timers are set up to switch on the light only within a limited period in the 
evening.

(4) 

Water Conservation

(1) Production use
reading is carried out regularly. If the water meters are found unusual, they 
should be promptly repaired or replaced. In line with the changes in the 
production at the workshop, arrange the use of a rational amount of water, 
and conduct a review at the end of the month to ensure the rational use of 
water.

are closed timely to make sure that no water is wasted due to running out, 
seepage, dripping or leakage. If there is a need to repair, carry out 
maintenance promptly.

for test to make sure that the production water does not contain 
contaminants such as bacteria. The water is discharged to the fixed 
locations through the government’s laid pipeline, and collected and 
sampled by the relevant government agencies on a regularly basis.

(1)  

 

 

(2) General use
monthly meter reading to ensure the rational use of water.

and make sure hygiene standards are met.

water source is used for multiple purposes and wastewater utilization and 
other comprehensive measures are carried out to increase the water reuse 
rate.

years and a certificate of approval is issued thereafter.

(2)  

 

 

 5

電力資源節約

水資源節約

Building a Green Plant
打造綠色廠房
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Waste Management

(1) Production and 
 general 
 garbage

arbitrarily is strictly prohibited. Follow-up disposal is carried out by the cleaning 
department and recycling organizations.

on a centralized basis, and timely arranged for delivery out of the plant.

by qualified organization at the plant on a regular basis.

(1)  

 

 

 

 

(2) Chemicals and 
 other toxic 
 and hazardous 
 waste

hazardous waste as well as supervision and registration of the storage, collection, 
transportation, disposal and other aspects of the waste.

which is equipped with good ventilation, pumping and fire safety facilities in 
compliance with safety standards.

waste to carry out discharge at fixed locations.

(2)  

  

 

 

 

 

Other Conservation

Paper consumption  

 

 

 

Other aspects  

 

廢物管理

其他資源節約

Water Used in Production

 / 
Kwh / Production Volume

2016

1.21
1.35

2015
0

1.50

1.20

0.30

0.60

0.90

 / 
m3 / Production Volume

2016

0.007

0.009

2015

0.010

0.004

0.002

0

0.006

0.008

生 產 用 水
Electricity Used in Production
生 產 用 電

Building a Green Plant
打造綠色廠房
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